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About This Game

Conquer the Galaxy In This ‘4x’ Strategy Game.

Lead one of 18 different alien races to become a mighty pan-galactic empire. Manage your colonies, deploy your fleets and
conduct research. Plot your strategy and turn your planets into mighty bastions. Explore new star systems, where you may

encounter tachyon storms, psychic plants, primitives or find abandoned alien technology. Diplomacy is of utter importance in
being successful. Make pacts and alliances, make threats or ask for favours - and when the time is right, replace diplomacy by

space combat and fight it out in real-time 3D.

The trade system lets you trade valuable commodities between both your own and alien worlds. Alien relics, rare minerals,
tourists, or even natural anti-matter, your freighters will carry them all. Although the game is complex, and the possible

strategies endless, powerful help and advisor features, help you get up to speed quickly. Unlike many games in this genre,
Armada 2526 Gold Edition focuses on providing a game that can be finished in a reasonable time, and emphasizes battle and

strategy over economic micro-management. All with one purpose: to emerge victorious and conquer the galaxy with your
armada.
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Key Features

Turn based star map for fleets, colonies, research and diplomacy.

Customizable map size and number of players. Map designer included.

18 animated alien races to play and battle against.

Full featured diplomacy system.

More than 150 technology items to research.

Trade system plus espionage and special ops system.

3D Real-time battle system for fighting huge battles.

More than a hundred beautifully crafted ship models.

Multiplayer by LAN or PBEM

Tough A.I. opponents.

Includes the expansion Supernova !
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Title: Armada 2526 Gold Edition
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Ntronium Games
Publisher:
Iceberg Interactive
Release Date: 28 Feb, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP with SP2

Processor:2,4 Ghz

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:256 MB DirectX® 9.0c compatible video card with Pixel/Vertex Shader 2.0 support

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:3 GB HD space

Sound:DirectX® 9.0c compatible sound card

English,German
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armada 2526 gold edition steam. armada 2526 gold edition. armada 2526 gold edition cheats. armada 2526 gold edition review

I can and will KILL hours on this, the glitches are hilarious and minor to me, creative and innovative! please keep updating!!
10\/10. 1. Garbage character balance
2. Toxic Community
3. Game is fun, tons of characters to try out
4. Long queue times (5-6 Minutes)
5. Character Unlocks

1. characters are not balanced to be against each other and since you go in blind as to what your opponents play, you often find
yourself unable to compete, or you completely roll over the enemy team. Skill is very subjective as each character either stomps
the others or gets stomped by others.

2. If you are not as good as someone else they make sure you know about it, out of all the matches I have played recently there
has not been a single game that someone isn't talking about why someone is a terrible player, calling them a
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 or a retard.

3. Game does have a lot of fun dynamics, the many different "awesomenauts" allow for a lot of varied playstyles and
replayability, the graphics are ok, the art style is very nice and the soundtracks are great.

4. Queue times are absolutely outrageous, you hop into the game and are looking to play against some players, that will take
about 5-7 minutes most of the time and if you are on during prime gamer time then you are looking at about 2-3 minutes. After
waiting that long for a game you will often get steamrolled if you pick the "wrong" character and the game will feel very
unsatisfying.

5. Characters in this game have to be unlocked, while there are free "awesomenauts" on rotation every now and then but you still
have to purchase a variety of the characters yourselfif you want to play a character you want. You unlock these characters using
their in-game currency system or spending real world money to unlock characters. You can tryout characters before you
purchase them which is a level of safety net before you waste however much time it took to grind the in-game currency either
through leveling or their 3 daily quests.

I bought this game 5-6 years ago and I played enough to unlock all of the characters and level them up, coming back now, I have
absolutely no level process, I still have the characters I had but with how many other newer characters the old characters don't
seem to add up when you face against the new characters.

For a free to play game it isn't terrible, I think it is a large waste of time as their is no real skill involved when it comes to getting
out classed by the newer heroes that deal far more damage and movement abilities. Would not recommend wasting time with
this title.. This game is well done and really interesting! It just has one problem: I can never finish it, because it freezes and
crashes all the game sessions... I hope it will get fixed. But for now, it's not playable.. So far has been really good! ;D. This game
can be unforgiving if you mess up so it forces you to pay attention to small details. I started playing this back on iOS before
Steam, and loved it then. Now that it's on Steam, I love it more (all hail PC, the master race). If you're a fan of Terraria,
Minecraft, Starbound et al, then I urge you to give this game a go.

Pros:
Very colorful! If you're attracted to colorful pixels, vibrant blocks, mesmerizing lights, and a large selection of biomes each
containing their own specific blocks, then Junk Jack is for you. Let's not forget the tons of craftables and collectibles to be had.
In looks, this game has it all. Controls are great and easy to get used to, especially for those that have already played the
aforementioned games. Lots of options to customize your gameplay (i.e. audio and video settings, difficulty settings, and much
more). Lots of different planets to explore. You can spend hours and hours exploring a planet, and still have more to explore.
Mobs. Mobs. MOBS GALORE. This includes summonable(ish) boss mobs.

Cons:
Game can be a bit buggy. For instance, I've split stacks of items, placed them in my hotbar, and had them turn into
"unidentified" items, and then disappear. This is a HUGE pain in the butt when you're an avid builder such as I am. I've lost
countless blocks, ore lumps, leaves, food, and armor. It doesn't happen very often, but when it does, I've come close to testing
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my keyboard's durability with a hammer. I have a deep loathing for 1 particular mob. Not sure what he's called, but he's a local
resident of Lilith. His favorite thing to do is to drop killer bombs that destroy everything in their path. Under normal
circumstances, I'd say learn to dodge, practice practice practice dodging. But in this case, I believe he's a bit OP. Junk Jack
could benefit HEAVILY from a magic mirror, or a potion that teleports you home, or some way of getting home quicker than
walking. The fastest way I've found is to carry the Terra portals around with you (obviously this only works when visiting other
planets). You want to make sure you don't play on any harder difficult than normal, and make sure you keep the portal pieces in
your hotbar lest things go sideways and you die (harder modes will cause you to drop your hotbar items upon death).

All in all, the qualms I have with this game are insignificant in the bigger picture (perhaps the glitching block/items
notwithstanding). Junk Jack makes me very happy, and I recommend this game to anyone who loves 2-D scroll games, beautiful
pixel graphics, and the like.
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Deceptively simple. Easy to pick up and play but still difficult enough to be rewarding. It's not laugh-out-loud funny, but i still
found the dialogue humorous. Lots of nooks and secrets, which appealed to me. The doors and dungeons provided some
interesting puzzles. I got exactly what i wanted from it: a light, accesible Action RPG.

By far and away the most impressive part of this game is the fact that all the models and textures were built by hand. By modern
standards, no, this is not a graphical standout, but for those of us who can appreciate the effort that goes into final product, this
is well worth the price of admission.
. I've been waiting for the release of this game and now that I've tried it I'm not really disappointed. You get to be a British
soldier or a Zulu warrior and run around and fight Zulu warriors or British soldiers. That's what I expected and that's what I got.
The little glitches and drawbacks have been more or less covered by other reviews. I'll just say this; if you're interested in this
period of history and this subject, buy this game. Remember, it was just released. There're going to be some problems, but $15
isn't that much for a decent game and if we support the developers now it will make it easier for them to improve the game as
time goes on.. I wanted to like this game so bad! I've given it so many tries! And it always end the same: uninstall after an hour
or two of playing.. I keep trying to give it another shot.. but the campaign mechanics are just too terrible to enjoy :(. Having a
lot of fun with this one so far.

Highly recommended to fans of bullet hells and roguelikes\/roguelites. If you enjoyed Binding of Isaac, Enter the Gundgeon,
Realm of the Mad God (I see you u henez), etc, and want to support a small independant dev on his journey, you should give
this a shot.

About the game:

It's a roguelite bullet hell game. Not dissimilar to Enter the Gundgeon, but with RPG elements.
The game has you working your way up the many floors of a tower, navigating your way up the semi-randomly generated
dungeon. Enemies spawn at an increasing rate as you make your way through the tower, and making contact with one of the
enemies will trigger a battle.

These battles will have you fighting against waves of enemies who fire at you wildly, with different shot pattens and ground
hazards. You'll find they feel a lot like entering a new room in Gundgeon. You aim with the mouse, fire with left click, move
with WASD and do a dash with right click. Unlike in Gundgeon, the roll does not give you any invulnerability - neithern does
taking damage. This can be very punishing, if you get hit by the ground hazards which knock you back slightly you can find
yourself taking massive damage almost instantly. Each few floors features a strong enemy encounter at the end, using the
enemies from the last couple floors.

As for other RPG elements, you collect EXP and money as you complete these battles. Leveling up improves your stats and you
can collect items to power you up throughout your run which you find in chests, or buy them with money at a shop.

You also progressively improve your chances at your later runs as you collect "relic items" as rare chest drops. They give you
some passive effect or stat boost for all of your future runs. Each life earns you EXP for your overall character level, and
leveling this up gives you a different persistent stat boost at each level. Every dozen or so floors you will encounter a major
boss. Defeating these bosses will act as checkpoints, allowing you the option to begin your run from the floor after them. You
will need the persistent stat boosts and passives you unlock along the way if you want to take advantage of these checkpoints
(you will), as you will be behind in items and levels compared starting at an earlier floor.

(Henez this last part is especially for you)
All that said, it isn't perfect. I am mostly a fan of the graphics and sprite design here, but there are some issues. The levels and
bullets and player sprites are good, but the rest is inconsistent. Now I understand that the focus here is the gameplay and not
visual design. I understand that isn't the dev's profession or strong point. Still, some of the enemies are really lazily designed.
Like downright ugly. Like you just drew a random shape and added the color scheme of the other enemies. It's especially
noticable because some of the enemies look so polished and then you will just get this blob with a fang and no shading and it
looks really out of place.
My only MAJOR complaint is again on the visual side - its about your character. The player sprite is just too hard to see. Even
with the flashing backgrounds in battle the player is way too low contrast. In harder stages I am forced to totally focus on the
player to dodge bullets, meaning I can't look at where I am aiming. I have to stare right at the character as I try to aim these
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often spraying weapons, which causes me to lose track of my cursor, and makes it impossible to aim.
This would be fixed by two things, firstly make the player sprite higher contrast against the background or otherwise easier to
see, especially without focusing on it. Second, give us a custom cursor. Something like the old ROTMG cursor. You know what
I mean.. Good game with awesome 8-bit colors. Recommended getting it!. Harder than Japan, in the embrace of nature. And
amazing crab helper dude.. If hidden folks and the room had a baby, it would be this game.. Even that I got the game for super
cheat (thanks to my -90% OFF coupon), I still can't recommend it.

Pros

HUD is ok.

Easy controls.

Leveling with stats points to spend even if poorly balanced. All for damage bonus then crit bonus and you are
good to go.

Zombies (yhea).

3 quality setting and sounds levels. That's all you can tweak in the game, better than nothing, right?
Cons

Linear gameplay. The game plays exactly same from the beginning to the end. No active
skills\/techniques to unlock.

Enemies "miraculously" appearing not off-screen, no spawn animation.

Levels are generic, have no surprise, poor interaction and aren't interesting to explore.

The 7 weapons play the same. All are full auto up to 1000 shots (except for the default one that is
unlimited) with no need to reload. No secondary weapon or throwables.

Short game. Took me 2.5 hours to beat the game and I fully explored all maps but that's optional.

A lot of truck tires everywhere (?!?): over the buildings, in the undergrounds, everywhere but I have my theory:
the virus either transformed people into zombies or tires. Not sure which one is the worse.

Zombies fighting with WTF weapons like oversized plunger (huh), over sized hydrant (oh) or other weird stuff
(what's this xD)

Musics don't fit the post apocalyptic mood of the game and are meh except the one when screen is full of
enemies.

Only keyboard shortcuts are for weapons and main menu. No shortcut for map & skills menu.

Zombies have green blood.

The grammar is terrible. I assume it was poorly translated from another language.

Game is windowed by default but can be switched to full screen with glitchy black bars at the top & bottom.

Poor in-game resolution and can't be tweaked.
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